OBAFEMI AWOLOWO UNIVERSITY
ILE-IFE - NIGERIA

INFORMATION ON 2014 POST UME SCREENING EXERCISE

Screening Procedure

1. You are required to complete the Application Form online. Ensure your Digital Passport Photograph is on your Application Form.

2. You are required to print three copies of the Application Form. Ensure that it contains your FORM NO, NAMES, SCREENING CENTRE and PASSPORT PHOTOGRAPH before you print. The three copies will be used as follows:
   - Bring 1st copy to your Screening Centre
   - If you are finally admitted, bring the 2nd copy for Registration on resumption.
   - Keep the 3rd copy for your own record.

3. The DATE for the SCREENING EXERCISE is Saturday, AUGUST 2, 2014 at exactly 12.00noon.
   Candidates are expected to be seated latest by 10 am.
   Please bring the following for the Screening:
   - HB Pencil
   - UTME Result downloaded from JAMB website.
   - Post UTME Application/Registration Form showing your Passport Photograph.

4. For any Enquiry, contact hot lines:-(08034068228, 08057325439, 08030401725, 08073308735, 08035371372, 08038503530, 08034551364)

5. LIST OF BANKS WHERE YOU CAN PURCHASE YOUR SCRATCH CARDS
   - BANKS:
   - SKYE BANK PLC [*ANY SKYE BANK BRANCH NATION WIDE]
   - ZENITH BANK PLC [ILE-IFE, IBADAN, OSOGBO, ABEOKUTA, ILORIN, KADUNA, ABUJA, LAGOS (ALLEN AVENUE & VICTORIA ISLAND]
   - ECOBANK PLC [*ILE-IFE, LAGOS (ALLEN AVENUE BRANCH]
   - WEMA BANK PLC [MOKAKEKE-IFE]
   - FIRST BANK PLC [ILE-IFE, IBADAN, LAGOS (IKEJA)]
   - GTB PLC [ILE-IFE]
   - UNION BANK
     [OSUN STATE (ILE-IFE, Oshogbo, Ilesa)
     ONDO STATE (Ondo, Akure Alagbaka Market)
EKITI STATE (ADO-EKITI - Fajuyi & Main Ejigbo branches)
LAGOS STATE (Oba Akran, Oregun, 40 Marina, Wharf Road Apapa, Folawuyi Apapa, Alausa)
OYO STATE (Agodi and Dugbe Branches)]

- OAU MICROFINANCE BANK [ILE-IFE]
- STANBIC/IBTC PLC [ILE-IFE, IBADAN, OSOGBO, LAGOS]
- UBA PLC [ILE-IFE, IBADAN]
- KEYSTONE BANK [AKURE, ADO-EKITI, OSOGBO, OTA Ogun State, IBADAN BODIJA, LAGOS (Adeola, Surulere Ikeja)]
- MAINSTREET BANK (NIG.) LTD [ILE-IFE]
- DIAMOND BANK [ILE-IFE]
- OLOFIN MICROFINANCE BANK [ILE-IFE]
- ACCESS BANK [*ILE-IFE, Oshgbo, Ilesa, Ado-Owo Branch, Ondo, Akure, Oke-Ilawo Abeokuta, Bodija Ibadan, Iwo Road Ibadan, Adeniran Ogunsanya Branch Lagos]